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RAISING THE NEXT
GENERATION FOR CHRIST

Child in the eyes of Jesus
“At that time the disciples came to Jesus and
asked, ‘Who is the greatest in the kingdom of
heaven?’ He called a little child and had him
stand among them. And he said: ‘I tell you the
truth, unless you change and become like little
children, you will never enter the kingdom of
heaven. Therefore, whoever humbles himself
like this child is the greatest in the kingdom of
heaven.’” – Matthew 18:1-4

FAMILY

“Our faith is a seed that God plants in our lives,
and as we grow through various stages, our
faith becomes stronger.” – Boa and Turner
(2006)
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Child’s Faith Development
(John H. Westerhoff)
1.) Experiential Faith is gained from interaction with
significant others who are people of faith. People in this stage
believe primarily because it’s all they experienced.

2.) Affiliative Faith which grows through involvement in a
faith community. People in this stage believe primarily
because they belong to a group of people who believe.

3.) Inquisitive Faith this questioning phase usually occurs
sometime in adolescence for children raised in Christian
homes. If a young person does not fully experience this stage,
his or her faith development will be compromised.

“How we think of God is learned through and supported by
what we have experienced.” – Shirley Morgenthaler

Deutoronomy 6:1-2
4.) Owned Faith this faith has developed and has been
tested. A person believes because his/her faith has withstood
the crucible moments of life, and he or she is in a position to
help others.

“These are the commands, decrees and laws
the LORD your God directed me to teach you to
observe in the land that you are crossing the
Jordan to possess, 2 so that you, your children
and their children after them may
fear the LORD your God as long as you live by
keeping all his decrees and commands that I
give you, and so that you may enjoy long life.”
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Deutoronomy 6:1-2
“These commandments that I give you
today are to be on your hearts. 7 Impress
them on your children. Talk about them
when you sit at home and when you walk
along the road, when you lie down and
when you get up.”

Parents are the
greatest influence
of children
in their lives.

Parents are not intentional to
nurture the spiritual needs of
their children.

Drop-off Mentality
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”Parents love their children best by
preparing them to stand before God.”
– Boa and Turner (2006)

• “For all their specialized training, church
professionals realize that if a child is not
receiving basic Christian nurture in the home,
even the best teachers and curriculum will
have minimal impact. Once-a-week exposure
cannot compete with daily experience where
personal formation is concerned.” – Marjorie
Thompson

Parents have the primary responsibility for
teaching their children to know and respect
God.
Churches should offer their resources and
guidance to parents.

• Barna, 2003
96% of parents believe that they have the
primary responsibility for teaching values
to their children, but most of them don’t
know how to do this.
• Research suggests that one of the primary
reasons parents are coming to church is that
they are looking for help in raising their
children.

• ACTIVITY: Create a program or list of activities
wherein you can encourage and equip parents
to personally and intentionally be involved in
the faith development of their child.
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